
“I thought I knew a lot about the conflict, but the tour changed 
some of my views quite a bit. If you care for peace and human 
rights for Palestinians and Israelis this tour is an absolute must 
to deepen your understanding.”
Claus W - Germany

“An overwhelming experience, in which one sees both the best 
and the worst of the human condition compressed into such a tiny 
region in space and time. One of the best things I have ever done.” 

Tony J – New Zealand

“This tour will change 
you forever.”
Penny N – Wales

“An exceptionally well 
organised tour that 
I recommend to all 
concerned about the 
situation there.”
Stephen L - England

“I knew the tour was going to 
be intensive. The organisation 
was superb, with all the 
elements sliding into place 
apparently effortlessly, 
allowing me to concentrate on 
absorbing the rich and varied 
experience on offer without 
any hassle.  A first class and 
extremely well-balanced trip!” 
Mayonne C - England

“I can’t imagine any way to spend 10 days in the 
Occupied Territories and get a better or more 
valuable insight into what the Western media isn’t 
telling us about the plight of the Palestinian people.”
Nick S - Australia



Learn about the political, economic and social scene. Explore areas rich 
in history, outstanding beauty, and cross-cultural influences. Meet local 
people and benefit from expert analysis on the ever-changing reality on the 
ground and its place in the wider world.
Experience Travel Tours was founded in 1999 and since 2003 has been working closely with ICAHD 
in providing top quality small group study tours for hundreds of internationals. They range from eight to 
eleven days and are based in Bethlehem, East Jerusalem and Nazareth. Costs are around £100 per 
day and include the full tour programme staying at good three-star hotels at half-board (bed, breakfast 
and evening meals), sharing a twin-bedded room with ensuite facilities, guidance from the tour leader, 
other day-guides and tips. Supplements are available for single rooms. Flights, lunches and travel 
insurance are not included. 

2016/17 Extended Study Tours: 
November 2016 – traditional political eleven-day study tour with added focus on youth
March 2017 - “Digging Deeper” tour for previous participants of ICAHD camps and study tours
Spring 2017 – specialist tour for mental health professionals  
November 2017 – traditional political eleven-day study tour   
For more details and an application form contact  tours@icahduk.org

Additional opportunities with ICAHD: half-day alternative tours - options include Jerusalem’s Old 
City, Greater Jerusalem, the Jordan Valley. NEW: Hebron. Contact tours@icahd.org    

www.icahduk.org      www.experiencetraveltours.com 
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EXTENDED STUDY TOURS
Be a witness and receive in-depth 
understanding about the reality of life today in 
the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel


